Disabiliy is not inability !
Behindert sein heisst nicht, Nichtsnutz zu sein !

Projekt
EMMANUEL
Soddo Ethiopia

!

Verein Emmanuel Schweiz
Hilfe zur Selbsthilfe – für Behinderte in Äthiopien – Hilfsmittel, Arbeit, Unterkunft, neue Hoffnung und
Lebensperspektiven! Das alles und einiges mehr ist Projekt Emmanuel.
Help so people can help themselves—for the disabled in Ethiopia. Mobility aids, work, shelter,
new hope and life perspectives.

Who are we?

Disabled Persons in Ethiopia often live in great poverty as homeless beggars on
the streets of the big cities.
There are many reasons for walking disabilites in Ethiopia: hereditary deformities,
the results of accidents (burns, injuries and infected wounds), diseases (polio,
mossy foot) are the most important.
Prevention, such as a polio vaccinations as well as basic hygiene and clean drinking
water, are hardly available in remote rural areas.
Mobility aids are not available, surgery and medicines are unaffordable, medical or
invalidity insurance is nonexistent.
Disabled persons can often only move about on all fours, or are hidden away
because they are considered a shame or embarassment for the family or village
community.
Or they are banned from their families as useless eaters and sent to beg on the
streets. The disabled are frequently prohibited from attending school and job
training and therefore cannot find work. As homeless beggars, they have absolutely
no perspective for the future.
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Disability is considered a curse from the gods; stigmatised in this way, many suffer
contempt, social isolation and hopelessness. Suicide is frequent amongst the
disabled.
Melese, the founder of Project Emmanuel, was one of them.

Partners:

Emmanuel – Disability is not inability!
That is the motto of the founder, Melese Eyob Heramo. Because he became
disabled due to polio as a child, his family put him out on the street to beg. In his
hopeless situation, he received life-changing help–with several operations,
crutches, English lessons and training as a physiotherapist. He found work at a
hospital, hope for the future, and a vision!
As a disabled former beggar, he experienced that God takes care of the despised
and outcasts; that the disabled also have skills and the potential to shape their own

lives and earn money to sustain themselves. His vision is to pass these
experiences on to many other disabled persons in his country.
This is what has become of his vision:

Verein Emmanuel
Schweiz

Contacts
with
other
NGOS and inspiration

Project Emmanuel Ethiopia (Soddo Town):
- innovative self-help project for the walking disabled in Soddo/Ethiopia
- initiated January 2015 by Melese Eyob Heramo, a physiotherapist disabled
by polio, from the SCH Hospital, and Rahel Rothlisberger, a Swiss doctor
-

Board in Ethiopia: Melese (General manager), Belay (Co-manager
Workshop Mobility Aid Production), Tesfaye (Manager Street Kiosk),
Birhanu Simon (Manager Workshop Mobility Aid Production), Jaffo
(Secretariat & Bookkeeping)

-

Coaching for Project Emmanuel through staff members of the Soddo
Christian Hospital (Duane Anderson, orthopedic surgeon, Gary
Vanderkooi, Accounting)

Verein Emmanuel Schweiz (HQ in Wynigen/BE, Switzerland):
- Founded in the summer of 2015 to support Project Emmanuel in Ethiopia
with encouragement, coaching and fundraising
- Board of Verein Emmanuel Schweiz: Rahel Röthlisberger (President),
Esther Schaller (Vice president), Bernard Junod (Treasurer)

Verein Emmanuel Schweiz has regular contact with other NGOs and relief
organisations who are helping disabled and disadvantaged persons. Project
Emmanuel receives valuable insights and inspiration from our exchanges with
them.
Here are a few exmaples in Ethiopia:
- Leprosy Mission (surgery, mobility aids, schools and training, workplaces,
microcredits, self-help groups)
- Mission am Nil Disabled Workshop Misrach Center (carpentry, sewing
studio, handicrafts, brooms & brushes and much more), optician’s shop &
eyeglass production
- Addisguzo Behindertenarbeit Bernhard Wisler in Addis Abbeba
- Different contacts in other countries
- One Dollar Glasses (www.odg.org)
- Swasiraya India
- Servants & Onesimo Manila/Philippines (slum project/street children)
- Mercyships (medical help for the poorest of the poor/hospital ships)

What do we do?
- Focal points of
Project
Emmanuel
Ethiopia

Disabled persons in Ethiopia often live as homeless beggars on the streets of the
big cities. In many parts of the country, there are no mobility aids, and they have no
access to schools, vocational training and work possibilities. They are despised by
society and marginalised, because disability is seen as a curse of the gods and the
disabled are deemed worthless.
Project Emmanuel Ethiopia therefore focuses on:
Mobility:
- mobility aids (crutches, wheelchairs, hand-driven bicycles (= Twikes)
- orthopedic surgery to improve walking ability
- Transportation: motorcycle with extra seat and minitaxi Tagrow Bajaj
(transportation of material and disabled persons to work and to group
meetings)
School and training: Project Emmanuel supports schooling and vocational training
of disabled persons
Workplaces:

-

-

Project Emmanuel creates jobs that are suitable for disabled persons in two
own workshops (one for the production of mobility aids and one for food
production)
IGA & MCA (microcredit-based income generating activities): with
microcredits and training, Project Emmanuel makes it possible for disabled
persons to set up own small businesses individually or in self-help groups

Emergency shelters for the homeless:
Project Emmanuel provides homeless disabled persons with a secure shelter:
- mattresses in the two workshops
- a grass hut as an emergency shelter
- arrangement of cheap accommodation
Community, appreciation and dignity:
Disabled persons find community, appreciation and dignity as members and
employees of Project Emmanuel.
Basic position: Project and Verein Emmanuel live their vision based on a Christian
and humanitarian inspiration and motivation. Disabled persons in need receive
help, regardless of their social, ethnic or religious affiliation.
Life stories:
The great joy and thankfulness of the recipients and members of Project Emmanuel
motivate us at Verein Emmanuel to help the disabled in Ethiopia as much as we
possibly can, and this is very rewarding!
Here are the stories of some of these persons, who briefly describe their lives with
a disablility.

How can I help?
- Be active

-

If you want to support Project Emmanuel, thank you very much! You can:
-

become a member (Statutes and registration form for Verein Emmanuel
Schweiz [Emmanuel Association Switzerland])

-

Volunteers at events (project presentations, benefit concert), or in the
administration

-

Donations: thank you very much for all of your financial support for the
disabled in Ethiopia!
Donations go entirely to Project Emmanuel in Ethiopia and are used for:
the manufacture of mobility aids, surgery, the creation of workplaces for the
disabled, arrangement of microcredits and emergency accommodations.
Donations are tax exempt in the canton of Berne (and all of Switzerland)
since August 14, 2015

Donations

-

-

-

possible forms of donations:
o one-time donation
o regular donations (standing order)

-

dedicated donation: for example, providing mobility aids & surgery for
destitute
disabled
persons

Example for approximate costs:
o wheelchair CHF 250
o Twike CHF 350
o Surgery for clump feet CHF 500
-

For example: creation of further workplaces in the form of workshop
equipment (sewing studio)

-

Material donations: mobility aids such as crutches, wheelchairs, walkers

-

Further possibilities are funeral donations, legacies, etc.

Contact

-

Donations in any form are valuable contributions! They provide new hope
and life perspectives thanks to mobility aids, jobs, appreciation and dignity!

-

“Charity cheese”: Buy mountain cheese at a special price, buy it for gifts to
your friends (buying price, 50% goes to Project Emmanuel)

-

Raising awareness for Project Emmanuel: we will gladly provide
information material

-

Invite Verein Emmanuel to a presentation (Sunday service, bazaar,
women’s group, scouts’ event, etc), organize a charity event (birthday,
wedding, business event)

-

Advertising on social media (Facebook & Co). Please recommend or
promote our website

We at Verein Emmanuel are happy to answer any questions and provide further
information!
Contact address:
Verein Emmanuel Schweiz
c/o Rahel Röthlisberger (President)
Luegstrasse 8
CH-3472 Wynigen, Switzerland
Tel: +41 (0)78 900 62 15
Emmanuel Website:
www.projekt-emmanuel.ch
Email Project Emmanuel
info@projekt-emmanuel.ch

DONATE
Postfinance account
Verein Emmanuel, 3472 Wynigen
Acct.-No. 89-710260-0
IBAN CH49 0900 0000 8971 0260 0

STAY UP-TO-DATE!
-

Subscribe to the Project Emmanuel Newsletter -> Contact us!

